Declaring and Claiming a Resource-in-Common (RIC)

The fundamental premise for the Joint Library Facility (JLF) is the Resource-in-Common (RIC) model of shared collections. JLF is not a preservation repository for unique or special collection items. JLF will be totally separate from any other local storage initiatives, such as the Library Storage Facility and High Density Repository at the Pickle Campus in Austin. Duplicate copies of the same item will not be accepted.

All items upon submission to JLF are immediately classified as RIC

- Can be borrowed by a participating library user or lent to another non-participating library, but cannot be permanently relocated back out of or removed from the JLF without approval of all libraries sharing the item

In order to claim a title as a Resource-in-Common you must already have acquired the title for your library’s collection.

For monographic volumes, a title that had previously been identified as missing or withdrawn due to damage or patron loss cannot be “re-added” or “replaced” into the collection through being claimed as a RIC in the JLF collection.

For Serial runs, you can only claim those volumes/issues you had previously subscribed to in print format.

- As an example, suppose Library A puts volumes 1-100 of a title in the repository. If Library B only had volumes 32-89 in print as part of your collection, these are the only volumes Library B can claim as a Resource-In-Common from the repository and represent holdings for in Library B’s catalog.
- Missing individual issues that had been paid for at the time through the subscription process but were never received through a claiming process or disappeared prior to the binding, may be claimed as RIC.
- Missing individual volumes/issues that had been acquired but are now not available (at the time of removal for disposal) may be claimed as RIC (regardless of local practice in representing the availability or circulating status of individual serial items/volumes)

In order to claim a volume as a RIC, a library must withdraw a locally held volume.

Grandfather Clause

Serious dialogue took place between the two systems for the Joint Library Facility on the TAMU Riverside Campus in 2008 and was officially endorsed in March 2009 by the UT System. Because of the complexity of the joint system project as well as larger economic issues, the project completion slipped until 2013. In the meantime, Libraries were running out of space and some found it necessary to proceed with withdrawals prior to building completion, with the intention of still being able to claim resources in common based on their holdings at the time of the project agreement.

Because of this sequence of events, system libraries may claim as RIC those volumes that were withdrawn in the 5 year window between 2008 and 2013 in anticipation of being declared a RIC and otherwise meeting the criteria.